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COPYING APPARATUS FOR PRODUCING 
COMBINED COPIES 

This application is a continuation of application Ser. 
No. 302,364, ?led Sept. 15, 198], now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention generally relates to a copying appara 
tus for producing combined copies, more particularly 
for producing copies of an original into which an infor 
mation from an external information source is included 
to generate combined copies. 

Conventional copying machines for producing com 
bined copies from an original and an external informa 
tion source comprise, in addition to the imaging optics 
for projecting an image of the original onto a photo-sen 
sitive member, a reproduction device which may be 
formed as a Laser scanner or optic imaging apparatus. 
A mechanical masking arrangement is provided for at 
least partially masking an original laid on an original 
supporting platen. The reproduction arrangement 
forms an image on the masked portion. This prior art 
device is complex in production and in operation, as an 
additional masking mechanism is required and the de~ 
sired combination may only be achieved in case the 
adjustment of the masking members is made correctly. 

OBJECTS OF THE INVENTION 

A primary object of the invention is to provide a 
copying apparatus for producing combined copies from 
an original and an information derived from an external 
information source, in which manufacture and opera 
tion are considerably simpli?ed. 
A related object of the invention is to provide a copy 

ing apparatus of the above mentioned type having low 
manufacturing cost and reliable operation. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

In accordance with the invention, the copying appa 
ratus has an original supporting member preferably 
formed as a composite glass platen, optical imaging 
means for forming an image of the original laid on the 
composite glass platen, means for producing copies of 
the image produced by the optical imaging means, 
means for generating an information derived from an 
external information source and combining means for 
combining the information with an image of the original 
on the copy to be produced. In accordance with an 
important feature of the invention, at least selected 
portions of the light path in the imaging means between 
the original and the image to be formed are blocked, so 
that selected portions of the original are effectively 
masked. For blocking the light path or masking the 
original, a liquid cristal display (LCD) element is prefer 
ably used. This LCD-element is placed under the con 
trol of the external information source. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Further features, objects and advantages of the inven 
tion will stand out from the following description of 
non-limitative exemplary embodiments of the invention 
with reference to the drawings. In the drawings: 
FIG. 1 is a lateral view of a copying apparatus, one 

side wall being omitted; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a support of the apparatus 

shown in FIG. 1; and 
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2 
FIG. 3 is a diagrammatic view of the interconnected 

data processing and control elements of the FIG. 1 
embodiment. 

In the copying apparatus 1 shown in FIG. 1, the front 
wall facing the user is omitted for clarity. In conven 
tional manner, the copying apparatus comprises a copy 
ing station 2 of conventional type, a paper supply sta 
tion 3 for providing paper to the copying station and a 
support 4 for the originals to be reproduced with the 
copying apparatus. The output side of the copying sta 
tion 2 is followed by a conveying channel‘ 5 connected 
with a copy delivery opening 7 and a collecting con 
tainer 10 for receiving completed copies. The copying 
apparatus is provided with a control panel 11 having a 
display 12 and a button 13 for starting the copying oper 
ation. The actual control of the data processing portion 
is integrated into the control panel 11. 
The support 4 of the copying station 2 has the form of 

a composite glass plate held in a frame 35 (cf. FIG. 2). 
The composite glass plate comprises a layer 37 of liquid 
cristals. A ?rst zone 28 of these liquid cristals forms an 
LCD-display 34, for example indicating day, month, 
year, customer number, time, institution or any other 
user information. The remaining zone of the support 4 is 
possibly completely covered by a second zone 29 of 
liquid cristal segments. At one end of the support, con 
nections 30 arranged outside the light path are provided 
with lines leading towards an LCD-driver 33 and a 
voltage supply 32 for connecting the two zones 28, 29. 
The control panel 11 comprises a terminal 17 for receiv 
ing and processing an authorization card 18. The termi 
nal is connected to a controller 19 for that terminal, and 
further connected to a micro-computer 20. The micro 
computer 20 is connected both with the display 12 and 
with a controller 21 of the copying station 2. A serial 
data storage 31 is connected to the controller 21 
through a data line and a clock line. Its operating volt 
age is supplied by the voltage supply 32 of the copying 
apparatus. On its output side, it is connected to the 
LCD-drive 33 in turn connected with the LCD-display 
34 of the zones 28, 29. 
The authorization card 18 is formed in a manner to 

contain the data for the authenticity check, i.e. for pro 
viding evidence that the card is among the allowed 
cards, as well as for identi?cation, i.e. for providing 
evidence with respect to whom the card was delivered, 
to be read out by the terminal, particularly in coded 
form and on a magnetic track. Further, the authoriza 
tion card 18 comprises adjustment members 23, 24 by 
which the authorized user may adjust a code word only 
known to himself in the form of a memorized number 
and/or memorized word. The adjustment of the adjust 
ment members 23, 24 made by the user may be detected 
by the terminal 17. The data characterizing all of the 
personal code words of the individual authorized per 
sons may be stored within the computer 20. However, it 
is also possible to mark the authenticity data resulting 
from the adjustment of the adjustment members 23, 24 
on the authorization card itself in a manner to be read 
by the terminal, so that the terminal and the computer 
will compare the data eventually marked in coded form 
on the authorization card with the actual adjustment of 
the adjustment members, through the personal code 
word. Only in case of coincidence it will be assumed 
that the user is actually the authorized person. The 
terminal is formed in such a manner, that upon restitu 
tion of the card, the adjustment members 23, 24 are 
moved back to a zero-position towards one of the abut 
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ment sides so that the authorization card will not be 
accessible to any third person in a form having the 
personal adjustment of the adjustment members. 

In operation, the user will initially introduce the au 
thorization card 18 into the terminal 17. Through the 
controller 19 the micro-computer 20 will check the card 
with respect to the above disclosed features, i.e. with 
respect to authenticity and permission, particularly 
whether the user is an authorized person. Upon a posi 
tive result the display 12 will signal that the copying 
station is ready for the copying operation. In the con 
trary case, the card is refused. The operator will now 
put the original to be copied on the support 4 and push 
the button 13 to start the copying operation. Subse 
quently, a copy will be made. 
As long as no data are transmitted from the controller 

21 to the serial data storage, the second zone 29 of the 
liquid cristal is re?ective or dark, so that the original 
eventually laid thereon cannot be reproduced because 
the supporting surface is re?ective, so that the light path 
is substantially interrupted. By triggering the copying 
operation through the button 13 and the subsequent 
control of the serial data storage 31 through the control 
ler 21, a corresponding signal is delivered to the LCD 
drive 33 and thus to the LCD-display 34. As a result, the 
second zone 29 of the liquid cristal will be switched into 
a transparent state. Simultaneously, the ?rst zone 28 of 
the LCD-display 34 will display the personal data of the 
user resulting from the authorization card, and particu 
larly the code word, eventually together with the time 
and date of making the copy, and thus directed into the 
light path of the copying apparatus so that they will 
automatically be recorded on the copy during the copy 
ing operation. 
At the end of this operation, further copies may be 

produced in the same manner. Alternately, the operator 
may cause the restitution of the authorization card from 
the terminal by pushing a button 26. Simultaneously, the 
controller 21 may deliver a copying acknowledgement 
pulse signal to a pulse counter or a debiting station. 
By this will be achieved that, on the one hand, only 

an authorized person may use the copying apparatus, 
because only the authorized person will known the 
personal code word and may enable the use of the copy 
ing apparatus. On the other hand, it will be ensured that 
the person who made the copy may be determined. As 
any third person would not know the personal code of 
the authorized persons, any third person would be pre 
vented from using an authorization card to enable a 
copying operation, and more particularly, it will be 
prevented that an authorized person will be marked on 
a copy as the user if he is not the actual user. 

In accordance with another embodiment, the per 
sonal code word may be introduced through a keyboard 
27 provided on the control panel. A drawback of this 
embodiment, however, is that third persons may ob 
serve the introduction of the code word and use the 
knowledge of this code word to produce non-author 
ized copies. 
The controller 21 and the serial data storage 31 will 

simultaneously perform a counting operation of the 
successive number of the copies made on the copying 
apparatus. The LCD-display of the ?rst zone 28 will 
preferably indicate this number. In this manner, each 
copy is associated with a number marked on the copy to 
be stored by the fading-in together with the information 
identifying the user. Simultaneously, the counter printer 
will deliver a signal through the LCD-drive and the 
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4 
controller 21 to the controller 19 causing the number of 
the stored copies to be marked on the authorization 
card 18 within the terminal 17. This number may be 
marked on the magnetic strip of the authorization card 
or in the form of an imprinted number. In that case, the 
authorization card is preferably formed as a value card, 
i.e. the magnetic strip contains, in addition to the data 
characterizing the user and the card, data which indi 
cate a maximum number of copies to be made by the 
authorized persons. The controller 19 is formed to rere 
cord, through the terminal 17, the previous copying 
volume minus the number of the copies made, after each 
copying operation. 

In order to prevent the controller 21 from being by 
passed to prevent evidence with respect to the per 
formed copying operations, the voltage supply of a 
serial data storage 31 is taken from the voltage supply 
32 of the copying apparatus, together with the LCD 
drive 33 and the LCD-display. 

Further, by'passing will be prevented by the fact that 
the second zone 29 covering as much as possible of the 
copying zone in the above disclosed manner will be 
reflective without control by the controller 21 to inter 
rupt the light path. Preferably, a connection between 
the controller 21 and a device for keeping a cover 76 
closed on the support 4 may be provided. The control 
ler is formed to deliver signals for making a copy only 
in case the cover is maintained in a closed state. This 
will prevent originals to be changed during the copying 
operation. 
As an information derived from an external informa 

tion source, not only an information identifying a per 
son may be combined with the original on the copy to 
be produced thereof, but any other kind of information. 
The additional information to be applied on the copies 
may be introduced using a data carrier such as an autho 
rization card or the keyboard 27. In addition, the liquid 
cristal layer 37 may cover the total surface of the platen 
forming the original supporting member. However, the 
layer 37 may cover only a portion of this surface, partic 
ularly in case additional information from the external 
information source is to be marked only on a portion of 
the copy to be produced. 

It should be understood that the above description is 
in no way limitative and that many modi?cations may 
be brought to the embodiments disclosed without de 
parting from the true spirit of the invention. 
What is claimed is: _ 
1. A copy apparatus comprising a control system for 

receiving and processing an authorization card, said 
system including means for determining if the user of 
the card is an authorized person and if the card is au 
thentic, a document support means having portions 
which normally block at least portions of said document 
so that the entire document may not be copied, said 
support portions which block said portions of said doc 
ument being rendered nonblocking upon said control 
system determining that the control card is authentic 
and the user is an authorized person. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 in which said support 
portion which blocks said document comprises liquid 
crystals sections which are normally opaque. 

3. A copying apparatus comprising an original sup 
porting member having a ?rst zone of normally opaque 
portions and a second zone of portions for forming a 
display of indicia, said ?rst zone opaque portions being 
adapted to become clear when electrically excited and 
said second zone portions being adapted to become 
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_ selectively opaque when excited to form a predeter 
mined display of selected indicia, means for generating 
information from an external information source upon 
recognition that a user is authorized to cause said ?rst 
zone opaque portions to become clear and cause se 
lected second zone portions to become opaque to form 
indicia and cause a copy of said original to belmade 
having said opaque indicia recorded thereon. ‘ 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 in whichsaid opaque 
portions of said ?rst zone comprisedliquid crystals. 

5. A copy apparatus comprising a control panel in 
cluding a terminal for receiving‘ and processing an au 
thorization card, an electrical energy source, a support 
for supporting a document thereon, said support includ 
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ing liquid crystal blanking means, said liquid crystal 
blanking nieans being normally opaque, control means 
for said copier machine, optical imaging means for 
forming an image of said document, said imaging means 
“comprising an optical light path between said document 
and said image, means for producing copies of said 
image, said liquid crystal blanking means in said light 
path coupled to said electrical energy source, said ter 
minal providing a signal to said electrical energy source 
after recognization of an authentic authorization card to 
cause said liquid crystal blanking means to become clear 
to permit a copy of the entire document to be made by 
said means for producing copies of said original. 

it * * * * 
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